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ABSTRACT 

Individual variation in articulatory behavior can be 

characterized by bias and consistency in movement 

outcome. Consistency can be indicated by variable 

error (VE) representing precision of individual 

performance and bias by constant error (CE) 

representing tendency in movement outcome. The 

present study employs CE and VE to characterize 

individual articulatory behavior, and assesses the 

relationship between consistency and bias in the 

articulatory and acoustic domains. We computed CE 

and VE of tongue blade and dorsum kinematic 

trajectories and the first two formants’ curves in the 

production of /æ/ and /ɑ/ by 20 native U.S. English 

speakers. The relationship between acoustic and 

kinematic VE and CE were revealed using gradient 

boosting machines. Results indicate that individual 

CE and VE vary over the time course of a vowel and 

that movement outcome is affected by linguistic 

constraints. 

Keywords: articulation, consistency, bias, individual 

variability, speech production 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Speakers differ in their vocal tract morphology and in 

the articulatory strategies they adopt to produce a 

highly similar acoustic output [2]. Besides phonemic 

information, an acoustic signal carries speaker-

specific information. For instance, in vowels, formant 

contours have been shown to contain substantial  

individual information related to idiosyncratic 

articulatory behavior [23, 26, 16, 24, 18]. This 

behavior is far from constant, since speakers can 

produce the same sound employing different 

articulatory strategies [19]. 

In this study we seek to characterize speakers’ 

articulatory behaviors using two measures employed 

in the investigation of human motor performance, the 

error scores constant error (CE) and variable error 

(VE) [22, 10, 9]. CE indicates the tendency, or bias, 

in individual motor performance. It represents the 

amount and direction of error, or deviation, from a 

target or criterion in a subject’s movement [10]. In the 

context of this paper, target is defined as the mean of 

all speakers in a cohort, because in the motor control 

literature individual differences in movement 

outcome are described in relation to a predefined 

target or to other performers in the same 

environmental condition [22]. In speech, CE may 

indicate how much and in which direction a speaker 

deviates from a target. For instance, compared to 

others, a speaker could have the tendency to 

overshoot (direction) their tongue movement, 

fronting this articulator by 8 mm (amount) when 

producing an open vowel. Moreover, this speaker 

may be quite variable in their advancement. This 

inconsistency in movement outcome is indicated by 

the VE. Together, CE and VE scores can characterize 

the articulatory performance of individual speakers, 

highlighting their consistency and bias in movement 

outcome.  

Articulatory movements modulate the acoustic 

signal; therefore, computing error scores of features 

in the acoustic domain (even though error scores are 

primarily used to describe movement performance) 

becomes a reasonable step to assess the relationship 

between the acoustic and articulatory dimensions. As 

previously stated, formant contours carry significant 

speaker-specific information. Thus, in this study, 

formant dynamics of the English vowels /æ/ and /ɑ/ 

were the acoustic feature selected for analysis. These 

vowels were chosen since they differ in inherent 

formant changes. While /æ/ requires formant 

movement to convey phonemic information [12], 

therefore requiring more precision in motor 

command, /ɑ/ is believed to have a relative stable 

acoustic outcome, less sensitive to small variations in 

articulatory movements [15]. Consequently, /ɑ/ may 

be more variable across speakers, since articulatory 

movements may be less stifled by linguistic 

constraints.  

The present study is exploratory in nature, seeking 

to understand individual variation in the articulatory 

domain using error scores. More specifically, this 

study seeks to (i) investigate individual tendency and 

consistency of speech production in the articulatory 

dimension, and to (ii) examine the relationship 

between acoustic and articulatory error scores of the 

English vowels /æ/ and /ɑ/. We expect speaker’s error 

scores to be less variable in the production of /æ/, 
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since linguistic constraints may affect the amount of 

individual information in formant contours. 

2. METHOD 

2.1. Material 

Productions of the vowels /æ/ and /ɑ/ in single-word 

citation form by twenty native speakers of U.S. 

English (10 M, 10 F) with an upper Midwest 

American English dialect background were selected 

from the EMA-MAE corpus [1]. We excluded vowel 

tokens produced in the context of rhotic, lateral, nasal, 

and approximant syllable onset or codas, due to the 

coarticulatory effects on vowel formants related to 

these consonants [25]. 

Kinematic data (sampling rate = 400 Hz) were 

collected using the electromagnetic articulograph 

(NDI Wave) along with time-synchronized acoustic 

recordings (sampling rate = 22 kHz). Sensor data 

related to the position of the tongue dorsum (TD) and 

the tongue blade (TB) were analyzed in both 

anteroposterior (x) and vertical (y) directions. For 

each speaker the kinematic data were head-corrected 

and calibrated using a bite-plate. The tongue 

kinematic data in this analysis contains tongue-jaw 

compound movements corresponding to the tract 

variables of tongue body constriction location/degree 

and tongue tip constriction location/degree in 

Articulatory Phonology [7]. 
Acoustic and kinematic data were processed in 

Praat [20] following the same steps as [6]. The 

resulting first and second formant curves and 

kinematic trajectories, both comprising 5 analysis 

points, were subsequently processed in R [21]. After 

outlier removal (vowels with long silences in the 

middle or excessive creak leading to incorrect 

measures), subsets of the data were created per vowel 

containing two acoustic variables, F1 and F2, and 

four kinematic variables: TDx, TDy, TBx, TBy. 

Overall the datasets consisted of 1240 data points for 

/æ/ and 990 for /ɑ/. 

2.2. Data analysis 

2.2.1. Error scores 

Speaker bias and consistency of articulatory and 

acoustic outcomes were determined by calculating 

error scores for every variable at each analysis point. 

CE, indicating bias, was calculated as shown in 

equation (1), where xi is the value for repetition i, T is 

the target value (the average over all speakers), and k 

is the number of repetitions the participant performed. 

A CE score of zero indicates no bias in outcome. A 

value greater than zero indicates overshoot, and a 

score less than zero expresses movement undershoot. 
 

(1) CE =  𝛴(𝑥𝑖 −  𝑇)/𝑘. 

(2) VE =  √𝛴(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑀)²/𝑘 . 
 

Equation (2) shows the calculation of VE, indicating 

consistency, where xi and k are defined as in (1), and 

M is the speaker’s mean. A VE score of 0 indicates 

that the speaker's productions were always exactly the 

same, and a value greater than zero indicates the 

extent of outcome inconsistency. The extent to which 

inconsistency is considered high or low is an 

empirical question not addressed in the present study. 

We believe the level of error to be a function of the 

linguistic environment, where some phonemes may 

allow more error with little consequences while 

others may not, thus affecting what is considered high 

or low inconsistency. Here, we used the mean VE 

over all speakers for each vowel as a threshold; a VE 

> 1.5 for /æ/ or a VE > 2 for /ɑ/ indicates high 

inconsistency.  

The above computations yield CE and VE scores 

for the first two formants (CE_F1, CE_F2, VE_F1 

and VE_F2) and the four articulatory variables 

(CE_TBx, CE_TBy, CE_TDx, CE_TDy, VE_TBx, 

VE_TBy, VE_TDx, and VE_TDy). Subsequently, to 

determine a possible effect of vowel on the error 

scores related to lingual movement, we employed the 

Levene’s test for equality of variances [13]. CE or VE 

were the response variable grouped by vowel, 

articulatory variable and analysis point. 

2.2.2. Gradient Boosting 

To better understand the acoustic-articulatory 

relationship in each vowel, we used generalized 

boosted regression modeling from the R package gbm 

[4]. Our models may reveal an acoustic-kinematic 

relationship not despite the speaker effect, but by 

actually taking speaker characteristics into 

consideration, since the CE and VE reflect non-

normalized speaker-specific characteristics. 

For each vowel, gradient boosted models with 

gaussian loss function were built for CE and VE, with 

the formants error score as the predicted variables and 

the articulatory error scores as explanatory variables. 

Important hyper-parameters [3] were tuned over 5000 

iterations using grid search with 10-fold cross-

validation. For the hyper-parameter optimization and 

model performance metric, the root mean square error 

(RMSE) was used. Models were trained on 80% of 

the data and performance was evaluated on the 

remaining 20%. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Error Scores 

Error scores indicated the consistency and bias of  

each speaker’s motor performance. Here we only 

present the main differences between two randomly 
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selected speakers, due to the page constraint. Error 

scores of all speakers are available in the 

supplementary figures S1 and S2 via 

https://osf.io/xud7h. 

Figure 1 shows the tendency (CE) and consistency 

(VE) in vowel productions of two male speakers. 

Regarding their articulatory tendencies for the vowel 

/ɑ/, speaker 15ENM’s anteroposterior movements 

(TBx and TDx)  tend to be directionally biased to fall 

short of the target, while speaker 35ENM tends to 

overshoot TBx. Further, speaker 35ENM tends to 

undershoot TBy and speaker 15ENM tends to 

overshoot this movement. In their production of /æ/, 

CE indicates that speaker 35ENM tends to undershoot 

his vertical tongue movements (TBy, TDy) as 

opposed to speaker 15ENM, whose vertical 

movements tend to be overshot. 
 

  
Figure 1: Constant Error (CE, top plot) and 

Variable Error (VE, bottom plot) scores of two male 

speakers calculated for four articulatory variables at 

five time points. In VE plots dashed lines 

correspond to the average inconsistency level. 

 

In terms of consistency, VEs indicate that both 

speakers are most inconsistent in TBy of /ɑ/ 

production. In the anteroposterior movement (TBx 

and TDx), speaker 15ENM seems more consistent in 

the beginning of this vowel, while speaker 35ENM 

becomes more consistent towards the end. In the 

production of /æ/, speaker 15ENM becomes more 

consistent with time in his anteroposterior movement 

(TBx and TDx) and in TBy. Conversely, speaker 

35ENM becomes more inconsistent with time. 

Together, CE and VE reveal that in the production of 

/ɑ/ 15ENM inconsistently overshoots TBy and 

35ENM inconsistently undershoots it. Moreover, 

during the production of /æ/, although speaker 

15ENM overshoots TBy, he tends to become more 

consistent with time. Contrariwise, speaker 35ENM 

tends to become less consistent with time 

undershooting TBy. 

Due to differences in the magnitude and spread of  

VE and CE scores between /æ/ and /ɑ/ over all 

speakers, we decided to look into the effect of vowels 

in these scores. The results of the Levene’s test 

indicated that the variance between vowels was not 

equal. Overall /ɑ/ had a significantly higher 

dispersion (p < 0.001) of CE and VE scores for all 

variables. The differences of variance between 

vowels for TBx were 1.54 (CE) and 0.75 (VE); for 

TBy 2.04 (CE) and 2 (VE); for TDx 4.28 (CE) and 

1.12 (VE); and for TDy 0.99 (CE) and  3.06 (VE). 

 

 
Figure 2: Partial dependence plots of the four 

models built for /æ/ (A), and /ɑ/ (B). The y-axis 

represents the marginal impact of the articulatory 

error scores to the acoustic error scores. Hash marks 

at the base of plots show distribution of error scores 

of each variable, in millimeters. 

3.2. Gradient boosting 

The normalized RMSE of all GBMs was equal or 

below 0.26, indicating good model fitting. The 

individual influence of the predictor variables on the 

response variable is indicated by their relative 

importance, a predictor’s ranking based on their 

contributions to each model. For /æ/ the most 

important variables in predicting CE_F1, CE_F2 and 

VE_F1 were the median error scores of TDx, with a 

relative contribution of 45% (CE_F1), 59% (CE_F2) 

and 44% (VE_F1). In predicting VE_F2, TDx (30%) 
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was second to TBy (37%). For /ɑ/ the most important 

predictor of both formants CEs was TDx, with a 

contribution of 27% for F1 and 68% for F2. For the 

formants’ VEs, TDy was the most important predictor 

to VE_F1 (39%) and VE_F2 (32% ). 

The partial dependence plots (Figure 2) illustrates 

the relationship between the error scores of the most 

relevant articulatory and acoustic variables. For both 

vowels, the partial dependence of CE_TDx on CE_F1 

and CE_F2 is increasing over the main body of the 

data. Generally, a large CE_TDx means higher CEs 

for both formants. As for VE, in /æ/ VE_F1 seems 

higher with low VE_TDx, stepping downwards after 

a VE_TDx of 1, conversely, VE_F2 starts low, 

steeping upward after a VE_TBy of ca. 2. In /ɑ/, 

relationships between VE scores of F1–TDy and F2–

TDy appear less straightforward. However, a general 

increase in the VE_TDy increases VE_F1 whereas a 

general increase in VE_TDy decreases VE_F2. 

4. DISCUSSION 

In this paper error scores were used to characterize 

individual articulatory performance. CE indicated 

bias, whether speakers in this dataset tend to 

undershoot or overshoot their tongue movements in 

the production of /æ/ and /ɑ/, and VE indicated how 

consistent their movements were. 

Analyzing vowel dynamics revealed that bias in 

movement outcome is not a stationary characteristic. 

For instance, in speaker’s 15ENM production of /ɑ/, 

although his TBx and TDx movements seem to show 

a quasi-constant CE score, other movements (e.g. 

TDy) seem to start with a great directional bias and 

approach the target over time. Similarly, changes in 

movement bias were observable in this vowel for 

speaker 35ENM, where TBx increased in bias with 

time, and TDy, showing the opposite progression, 

decreased in bias. 

At an individual level, differences in the 

directional bias of the tongue articulatory variables 

could be an indication of quantal regions [17], i.e., a 

region of stability in the articulation-to-acoustics 

mapping. In this context, error scores may reveal 

which regions along the movement trajectory are 

more stable than others, therefore exhibiting a greater 

amount of movement bias. Our results seem to be in 

line with previous research, hypothesizing that 

formant trajectories may be more sensitive to 

continuous tongue movement at certain time points 

[5]. In addition, at a group level, differences in 

speakers’ tendencies could be attributed to motor 

equivalence [19], which states that a similar acoustic 

outcome can be reached by employing different 

articulatory movements. Furthermore, we believe that 

aspects related to a speaker’s physiology and motor 

preferences (e.g. [2]), along with linguistic 

constraints may determine the amount and direction 

of bias in tongue movement outcome. 

Similarly, consistency in movement outcome 

seems to be restricted by linguistic constraints. Our 

results reflected the assumption that the production of 

/ɑ/ would be more variable than /æ/, because the latter 

relies on formant trajectories to denote phoneme 

identity, consequently requiring more controlled 

articulatory movements during its production, and 

thus constraining speaker-specific behavior. 

Moreover, our findings support previous studies 

demonstrating that some speech features are indeed 

less variable between speakers than others [24, 11, 8].  

On the questions of the relationship between the 

error scores of articulatory and acoustic variables, we 

believe that interactions between the directions of 

tongue movement [14] may be expressed in the 

acoustic outcome. Regarding F2 bias, its dependence 

to CE_TDx for both vowels was unsurprising, since 

the relationship between this formant and the 

anteroposterior tongue movement follows a widely 

held view that F2 increases as the tongue advances. 

However, F2 consistency dependence to vertical 

tongue movements could be the result of an 

interaction between the vertical and horizontal 

directions of tongue movement. The current 

interpretation remains speculative since we did not 

test this assumption. 

As to F1, we expected changes in tongue height to 

affect this formant, since vertical tongue movement 

alters the pharyngeal cavity where F1 resonates. Yet, 

with the exception of /ɑ/’s VE_F1, our results 

revealed a relationship between both vowels’ F1 bias 

and /æ/’s consistency and the anteroposterior tongue 

dorsum movement (TDx). Ours is not the first study 

to find a relationship between F1 and the tongue 

anteroposterior direction (see [5] for an account on 

diphthongs). In the present study, we believe that 

tongue retraction may be the primary variable 

affecting the volume of the pharyngeal cavity [14] 

and consequently F1 CE and VE. 

Ultimately, this study has shown that consistency 

and bias are non-stationary individual characteristics 

affected by linguistic constraints and that the 

acoustic-articulatory relationship still requires further 

investigation to understand its complexity. 
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